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Fast Connection (Cyberlove Book 2)

After a decade of serving in the Army, everyone still expects me to be Dominic 'Nicky' Costigan--the
skirt-chasing player. They don't know I've been spending my days trying to figure out my
post-military life. Including how to pick up guys.When I meet Luke on a hookup app, he makes it
clear it's for one-night only. That's fine with me, because I'm down to see what this silver fox can do.
But after I arrive at his doorstep, it doesn't take long to realize we have serious chemistry, and we
end up meeting again.He's got more walls around his heart than a military base, but I think he's as
addicted to me as I am to him. He can't resist me for long. I mean, who can? Except Luke's rules
exist for a reason, and when I test his limits, things get complicated. Maybe too complicated.*FAST
CONNECTION is a standalone, full-length romance novel with no cliffhanger*
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I dont think I have laughed this much, swooned this much and felt this much from one book since ...
well ... since this powerhouse team wrote Strong Signal.Here's a little background for you ...
Dominic Costigan is at loose ends with his entire being. Not only is he exploring his new found
bisexual side, but he's also at a loss as to what to do with the rest of his life. He's served all the time
he's going to serve in the military but he doesn't know what comes next. He's got savings so rest of

your life decisions can take a backseat to his sexual needs...for now. Cue, Luke Rawlings
***swoon***These two were absolute perfection together. Where one was laid-back and loose, the
other was sturdy and steadfast. Where one was insecure the other was steady. What one needed,
the other provided. I was really wow'd at how symmetric Luke and Dominic where. Their journey
was ridiculously heart-warming and gut-wrenching and sexy as heck. I've read this book twice since
I received an ARC for blog review and both times my heart and my girlie parts both sang with joy
#TRUTH lolThere are soooo many facets to this story I could tell you about but then you would miss
out on the greatness that is this book. I've said this before about this writing team, but I'm going to
say it again ... their story and character development is flawless . Their writing is seamless and
perfection in all ways. I'm rarely ever floored by a story from page one to the last page but THIS
team does it every time.So I leave you with this ... future readers, read this story because it was
written by two authors who have proven time and time again that their skill has no bounds. Read
this story because you will laugh and you will cry and you will swoon but most of all ...

You know how sometimes you start reading a book, and you're not too far into it before you just
know - THIS book is something special. This one will be one that you rate all other books by for a
long time to come. Fast Connection was that book for me.It has everything going for it. It's smart
and funny and sexy and sad. Fast Connection is relevant and believable, and it's everything I would
expect from the incredible writing partnership that is Santino Hassell and Megan Erickson.I didn't
know what I would think of Fast Connection going into it. I wasn't a huge fan of Dominic Costigan in
Strong Signal (Fast Connection #1). He came across as a bit of a closeted, entitled douchebag.
Good thing there was SO much more to Dominic.With Dominic finally out of the military, he now
finds himself struggling to adapt to civilian life once again. His home life is horribly dysfunctional. He
has no idea what he wants to do with the rest of his life. And he doesn't know how to handle his
new-found bisexuality. But he DOES know that he doesn't want to be angry all the time like his dad,
he doesn't want to make sandwiches in his family's deli his entire life, and he wants to hook up with
a sexy man now that he knows he's attracted to men too.Luke has done the permanent relationship
thing once and has two teenagers as a result. He's not interested in going down that road again
after his last attempt at a relationship with a man ended very badly. He IS interested in tapping
Dominic's fine ass when he shows up at Luke's house as a result of a Grindr matchup.The thing I
loved the most about Dominic and Luke is how well they complemented each other - and how
neither of them recognized this fact. Luke is sullen and quiet and intense and focused.

With as much as I enjoyed Strong Signal, the first novel in Megan Erickson and Santino
Hassellâ€™s Cyberlove series, Fast Connection definitely earned a spot on my list of eagerly
awaited reads. And for the last six weeks, itâ€™s been sitting on my e-reader taunting me while I
worked my way through my reviewing schedule. Now that I have had time to read it, I can say that
my anticipation was justified.Dominic Costigan is trying to navigate his way back into civilian life
after nearly a decade in the Army, and as with many veterans, the transition has not been as easy
as he had hoped. It doesnâ€™t make it any easier that heâ€™s back in his old Staten Island
neighborhood surrounded by people who remember his reputation for being a chick
magnetâ€¦especially because heâ€™s since discovered that heâ€™s interested in men too, and he
has no clue how to go about picking up a man. He decides to try his luck with a hookup app and
meets Luke Rawlings, a man twelve years his senior who makes it clear from the start that itâ€™s
only a one-time thing. Their chemistry, though, is too much for either to ignore. But there are
reasons Luke has rules against going beyond a hookup, reasons he doesnâ€™t mix the parts of his
life, reasons that keep things from becoming complicated.Unlike the previous book, Fast
Connection is definitely not a slow burn. The pairing starts with a hookup early in the book, which,
as Iâ€™ve mentioned a time or two in reviews before, is a scenario that typically makes the authors
have to work harder to make me love the book. I suppose itâ€™s possible that my reaction this time
is because Iâ€™ve read so many books lately that start with quick hookups, but even if itâ€™s a
simple case of excellent writing insteadâ€”which this is, without questionâ€”I had no qualms about
the trope this time.
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